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Chambers Area : 900 m
86 t complete≈
86 t complete≈




Alignment : 30 µ
Total Wires : 250 000
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Program Initialization











   Start simulation
event loop




trace the particle till
it stops or flies out
of the detector
generate radom decay
length according to its
lifetime information
track this particle till
it decays, stops or flys
Yes
No
Write output to SIL3 file 
end of program
out of sensitive region
read in one particle
record this particle for
more particles ?
this particle
   read in one particle 
Is this particle a final
more particles?
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Program Initialization























and store its calculated





No suppress the decay length
calculation, use the stored
decay length of slepton
read in one particle
Is this one a final
this partcle
record this one as
a final state particle,
more particles ?
more particles ?
record this particle for
program tracing
   read in one particle 
   from memory
trace the particle till
it stops or flys out of
the detector
track this particle till
it decays, stops or flies
out of sensitive region
generate radom decay
length according to its
lifetime information
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DCA > 0 for :
ρ > 0 and (xref,yref) inside circle, or
ρ < 0 and (xref,yref) outside circle.
DCA < 0 for :
ρ > 0 and (xref,yref) outside circle, or
ρ < 0 and (xref,yref) inside circle.
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One cosmic muon goes
through the TEC signed DCA
to back tracks with opposite
Reconstructed as two back
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tan  = 10, ∝ > 0
tan  = 10, ∝ < 0
tan  = 2, ∝ > 0
tan  = 2, ∝ < 0
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